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1. Introduction
The present deliverable describes the process to be followed for the reception and archiving of
submissions of entities that will join the MediaMotorEurope support programme. The term “join” stands
for either startups/scaleups that will submit applications for subsequent evaluation and selection to
participate in the MediaMotorEurope’s support cycles via the 3 scheduled Open Calls, dedicated for this
purpose, or media corporates and/or SMEs that will continuously be able to submit their profiles,
including their specified needs for deep tech solutions, via a permanent invitation, to form a
base/database for tailored startup/scaleup - media corporate/SME matchmaking. The process and
content described is the outcome of collaborative work between all of the partners involved in WP2 –
Open Innovation Matchmaking as led and coordinated by THERMI and includes:
●
●
●
●

The template of entries to be used for receiving information of candidate startups/scaleups.
The template of entries to be used for receiving information of media corporates/SMEs interested
in investigating deep tech solutions for adoption.
The eligibility criteria set to be met for the selection of startups/scaleups that will participate in
the support cycles.
The terms and conditions that each candidate startup/scaleup should comply with in order to be
able to submit an application and receive the support during the cycles, if selected.

In what follows, Section 2 describes the approach followed regarding the rationale of the information
requested with respect to the submission templates both for startups/scaleups and media
corporates/SMEs. In addition, the rationale behind the eligibility criteria and the terms and conditions of
participation in the support cycles is explained. What is also presented and explained in Section 2 are the
objectives set for the approach chosen. Section 3 analyses and presents the content of the startup/scaleup
submission template, including the guidance to be provided to facilitate proper submission as well as text
volume restrictions chosen. In Section 4, the corresponding analysis and presentation of the content of
the media corporate/SME submission template is provided. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 include the
presentation of the eligibility criteria and the terms and conditions of participation in the support cycles
for candidate startups/scaleups, respectively.

2. Approach and objectives
With respect to the reception process of candidate startups/scaleups interested in getting support from
MediaMotorEurope support programme emphasis is given on receiving complete and comprehensive
profiles of the ventures they represent. The approach followed for the structuring of the corresponding
submission template contains the articulation of content for entry on behalf of the candidates that can:
●
●
●
●
●

Provide a sound description of the company’s location and representation.
Effectively demonstrate the functioning of the offered product/service and the underlying
technology.
Reveal the ventures’ business and technical development maturity stage.
Give a clear picture of the team involved.
Reflect a sound basis of the ventures’ needs in terms of support and collaborations sought.
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●

Reflect a certain level of understanding of the venture’s business environment as well as its
capacity to address media sector’s needs.

The goals of the submission template entries set are first, to receive startups’/scaleups’ information in a
standard and well organized format, resembling the one of a short business plan and second, to facilitate
the subsequent evaluation process to take place for the purpose of the selection of startups/scaleups that
will eventually participate in the MediaMotorEurope support cycles. A process that will be carried out by
MediaMotorEurope project partners.
The objectives to be met by the filing of the prepared startup/scaleup submission template are:
●

To provide means for the best possible organization of the candidate teams’ business thinking
right from the start of their involvement in the MediaMotorEurope project (i.e. during the
preparation and submission of their application for participation in the support programme)
● To receive fully understandable candidate teams’ offerings along with their ventures’ business
potential particularly within the media sector.
● To set grounds for the structuring of a versatile database of archiving with functionalities
permitting automation for retrieval and matchmaking.
To contribute towards meeting these objectives, the submission template provides a rational and
facilitative section flow, intensive and comprehensive guidance for filing the entry textboxes and the
availability of keywords to be chosen, as reference for:
a) a candidate startup/scaleup technical development activities
b) a candidate startup/scaleup commercial activities
The same general approach is also followed for the reception of media company profiles. Basic differences
of the template prepared for getting on board media companies as compared to the one for the reception,
selection and recruitment of startups/scaleups are:
a) The template is much shorter and focuses mainly on the description of specific needs to be
addressed by the adoption of deep tech solutions in the form of a “request” for deep
technology.
b) The template will not be available for filing and submission only during an Open Call’s
submission period but it will instead be available during the whole MediaMotorEurope project’s
lifetime.
The reception/recruitment of media companies in the MediaMotorEurope project is considered crucial
for the project’s successful implementation. Recruited media company profiles and the corresponding
requests will form the collaborative basis on which the development of selected startups/scaleups will
evolve during the project. Matching the offerings (products/services) of the selected startups/scaleups
with the requests of deep tech solutions as described by media companies will permit the selected
startups/scaleups to investigate the application and further technical and commercial development of
their offerings within a specific framework concerning real needs of real prospective customers of the
media industry. This is exactly the reason why the media companies to be attracted and recruited by the
project will form the most valuable asset of MediaMotorEurope towards its sustainability. In the long
term, MediaMotorEurope is foreseen to become the one and only startup/scaleup gateway to the
European media market. The prepared offering (for startups/scaleups) and request (for media companies)
templates overall objective is to best facilitate the realization of the latter ambition, which is actually the
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biggest MediaMotorEurope project’s ambition. Short business plan availability on behalf of the selected
startups/scaleups (via the filed startup/scaleup template submitted), together with specific media sector
requests (via the filed media company template submitted) and the use of technical development
together with commercial application keywords for automatic matchmaking (via their selection into the
template) will offer grounds for not missing a single collaboration opportunity and achieve the overall
objective of the templates prepared.
The least criteria that candidate startups/scaleups must fulfil in order to be eligible for participation in the
Open Calls and subsequently become beneficiaries of the support cycles of the MediaMotorEurope
support cycles are set in a way so to be as inclusive as possible. Main aspects studied and concluded within
the latter target concern the safeguarding of a team nature of the candidates, their registration and
activity geographical location and their previous funding history.
The terms and conditions of startups’/scaleups’ participation in the Open Calls and (for the ones
eventually selected) in the subsequent support cycles were studied and concluded in order to equally
protect the interests of both the beneficiary startups/scaleups and MediaMotorEurope and the
compatibility of both with the applicable Europe-wide laws and regulations, addressing mainly Intellectual
Property protection, protection of personal data and responsibility waiver. Moreover, the terms address
applicants’ commitment to follow the activities to take place during the support cycles in case they are
chosen for participation.

3. Startup/Scaleup submission entry sections and contents
The submission template entries for startups/scaleups are divided into four main sections, namely:
● A. Company Details
● B. Venture’s Description
● C. The Team
● D. Potential for Collaboration and Partnership building
● E. Admin & Contacts
In what follows, entries included within each section are described. The template and accompanying
guidance to be available to an applicant for entering text during submission is available in ANNEX 1.

3.1. Company details entries
In the present section the candidate startup/scaleup is asked to enter basic information with respect to
its incorporation, location and its public profile, including its name, a short acronym for quick reference
reasons, the country of registration and its short profile and website. What is also asked by the applicant
is to select and enter up to 5 codes corresponding to technological keywords best describing its technical
development activities (see the full text to be available during submission in ANNEX 5) as well as up to 3
codes corresponding to keywords that best describe its commercial activities (see the full text to be
available during submission ANNEX 6). Those will be selected by available user-friendly lists including the
keyword descriptions and their correspondence to code numbers. Both the available technological and
commercial application keywords were selected by trusted databases widely applied within EU
programmes in order to cover technological as well as commercial scopes relevant to the media industry
in the widest possible extent.
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The purpose for asking and using technological development and commercial activity keywords is to
enable capacity for guided retrieval and for matchmaking automation between the submitted and/or
selected startup/scaleup templates and the submitted media company templates within the
corresponding templates’ archive databases. It is stressed out that, matchmaking does not only refer to
matching startup/scaleup offerings with media company requests but also refers to matching expertise
of startups/scaleups for creation of more robust offerings able to address multiple media sector’s needs
and/or address a media sector’s need in a more complete way, increasing thus the market potential of
the involved startups/scaleups.

3.2. Venture’s description
The purpose of the entries included in the present section is to receive a comprehensive though complete
view of the applicant’s technical development and business positioning status. Here, the objective is to
guide the applicant to describe and subsequently the project partners to understand not only the product/
service offered but also the thinking of the applicant with respect to run a business for commercializing
it. How the product/service operates, on what technology is based on, how it is sold, to what customers,
why it is useful to them, what markets are targeted, what is the competition and how the product/service
is protected are among the prominent aspects addressed by the entries of this section.
Due to the fact that applicant startups/scaleups will have been invited to submit applications no matter
the market in which they currently target, within the present section, a special entry is included dedicated
to guide the applicant to describe possible relevance of the product/service offered with needs of the
media sector that are still unaddressed.
Detailed description of the product/service
Here, the applicant is asked and guided to provide a detailed description of the product/service offered
including (but not limited to) the following aspects:
●

The operational principles, the functionality and the state-of-the-art (or genuine) technology for
its development
● The development history and current stage of development, including the total external funding
received so far
● The market needs addressed
● The Unique Selling Points (USPs)
● The way the service/product is sold and charged to the customer
The text to be entered by the applicant is not allowed to exceed 4.000 characters with spaces in total in
order to let the applicant produce a comprehensive description. In a separate entry, the applicant is
encouraged to upload an image representative of the product/service offered.
Description of current target markets
In the present entry, the applicant is asked to provide a comprehensive overview of the markets targeted
and is guided to describe their overall estimated size, their growth rates, their geographical cover, the
current and/or prospective customer profiles and whether or not paying customers are already in place.
The text to be entered by the applicant is not allowed to exceed 800 characters with spaces in total.
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Description of the competition faced
In the context of the present entry, the applicant is asked to describe the competitive landscape of its
venture. For this purpose, guidance provided encourages the applicant to outline the most representative
products/services that could (or currently) directly, indirectly and/or potentially compete with the one(s)
offered, as well as SME’s/Corporates offering them. The applicant is also asked to describe competition
faced in terms of technology applied (if it exists) and any competitive advantages offered, supported by
representative examples to facilitate the description. The text to be entered by the applicant is not
allowed to exceed 800 characters with spaces in total.
Description of IPR protection approach
The present entry aims at letting the applicant present any means of protection applied with respect to
its technology/know-how. To facilitate the entry’s compilation the applicant is asked to outline measures
applied (if any is applied) or foreseen for application with respect to the protection of knowledge
underlying its product/service development guided to choose from representative applied protection
types such as patent applications, trademarks, non-disclosure agreements. The text to be entered by the
applicant is not allowed to exceed 500 characters with spaces in total.
Description of the relevance of the product/service offered with needs of the media sector
The present entry, which is prominent with respect to MediaMotorEurope project’s scope, encourages
the applicant to describe the way its product/service could be useful in terms of problem solving within
any process followed by a media company. In a separate entry and mainly for surveying purposes, the
applicant is asked to choose challenges that are believed to be lying closest to the offerings (solutions)
and activities of its venture. Those challenges are the ones determined by MediaMotorEurope project as
being the prominent currently faced by the media sector. The text to be entered by the applicant is not
allowed to exceed 1.000 characters with spaces in total.

3.3. The Team
This section includes a single entry box which lets the applicant describe the team involved in and
committed to the startup’s/scaleup’s venture. In this respect, the applicant is asked to outline founders’
and other committed members’ CVs and describe their roles in the venture. The applicant is additionally
guided to provide dedicated and clear information emphasizing on the educational backgrounds and past
working experience of the team members while is informed that an eligible participating startup/scaleup
should include at least two members committed to the venture. The text to be entered by the applicant
is not allowed to exceed 1.500 characters with spaces in total.

3.4. Potential for collaboration and partnership building
The scope of the present section is the understanding of the applicant’s expectations from its participation
in MediaMotorEurope project’s support cycles as well as its planning with respect to possible
collaborations/ partnerships that would boost the development of its venture. The guidance provided for
the compilation of the corresponding entry boxes aims at helping the applicant to be as much specific as
possible, offering examples of scopes of collaborations as well as examples of commonly met in innovative
businesses partnership agreement scopes.
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Description of venture’s needs and expectations
Within the present entry, the applicant is asked to describe its needs and expectations with respect to the
MediaMotorEurope support program and is guided to provide an outline of competencies currently
missing, should they were available its venture could effectively scale-up. In this respect, examples are
offered for the description like: failure to achieve specific venture’s targets (e.g. sales increase,
commercial product validation, prototype validation) due to the lack of corresponding (e.g. finance,
partner for pilots, specific expertise and/or specific technology available). The text to be entered by the
applicant is not allowed to exceed 1.000 characters with spaces in total.
Description of partnerships sought
Within the present entry the applicant is first offered a list of representative partnership types that
would best fit its needs for collaboration as follows:
● Product co-development (Corporate bilateral or multilateral agreement)
● Inward/Outward technology licensing
● Inward/Outward Expertise/Know-how service agreement
● VC funding agreement
● Consortium agreement for addressing needs of big public or private procurements
and is asked to choose up to two among them. In a following optional text box the applicant is invited to
describe any additional type of partnership that would best serve its current business targets and/or to
better define the context of the partnership types chosen by the latter list. The text to be entered by the
applicant in this text box is not allowed to exceed 500 characters with spaces in total.

3.5. Administrative and contact details entries
The present section includes entries for receiving the contact person’s as well as the startup’s/scaleup’s
details. Specifically asked for are the name of the applicant’s representative, a phone number, an e-mail
and the startup’s/scaleup’s address. A very important entry here concerns the invitation of the applicant
to get informed about:
a) The eligibility criteria of its application with respect to the participation in the MediaMotorEurope
support programme
b) The terms and conditions that a candidate startup/scaleup should accept in order to participation
in the MediaMotorEurope support programme
and subsequently agree on them and submit an application.
A final entry within the present section asks the applicant to select and declare the publicity mean which
led the applicant to learn about MediaMotorEurope and subsequently prepare and submit its application.

4. Media company entry sections and contents
As opposed to the Open Calls for startups/scaleups and already mentioned in Section 1 – Introduction,
the Open Call for media companies to get involved in MediaMotorEurope will be permanent along the
project’s duration. The submission template entries for media companies are much less than the entries
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included in the startup/scaleup submission template, they however contain bigger text insertion limits in
some cases. They are divided into two main sections, namely:
● A. Company Details
● B. Company’s Services and Needs
The template and accompanying guidance to be available to an applicant for entering text during
submission is available in ANNEX 2.

4.1. Company details entries
Within Section A, entries included ask for a short acronym for quick reference reasons, the official
company’s name, the company’s location, the company’s website, the contact person’s identity and
contact details and for a short company profile with text not exceeding 700 characters including spaces.
What is also requested in Section A is the to selection and entering of up to 3 codes corresponding to
keywords that best describe the company’s commercial activities, to be chosen from the same available
user-friendly list as the one described in paragraph 3.1 above, its available text presented in ANNEX 6.

4.2. Company’s Services and Needs
Within Section B, the following entries are included for compiling.
Description of products/ services offered
Within the present entry, the company interested in getting involved with MediaMotorEurope is asked to
provide a description of products and/or services it offers within the media sector and is offered a
comfortable text size limit of 3.000 characters with spaces to describe so.
Description of needs regarding challenges that may be met by recent technology advances
Within the present entry, the company interested in getting involved with MediaMotorEurope is asked to
describe needs still unaddressed as they may have been identified within its every-day followed practices
and with respect to the products/services it offers and/or with respect to the processes followed for
offering them. The guidance provided within this entry encourages the compiler to be as much specific as
possible and present needs that she/he feels that could be addressed by recent technology advances. In
order to facilitate the compilation, the guidance included also provides examples to be taken in mind like:
the improvement of business performance via e.g. the upgrade of the products/services reaching to a
competitive advantage and/or the saving of resources needed to offer the products/services reaching to
running costs reduction and profits increase. The text to be entered by the interested company in this text
box is not allowed to exceed 4.000 characters with spaces in total.
In a following separate entry the interested company is asked to select challenge(s) that are most relevant
to actual ones as they may be faced by the interested company. The options provided include the
challenges as they are determined by MediaMotorEurope project as being the prominent currently faced
by the media sector and an entry for the interested company to describe specific challenge(s) other than
the ones determined by MediaMotorEurope.
The last entry included in the present section asks for confirmation of a light declaration on behalf of the
interested company, as a way of a soft commitment. This declaration confirms that the content provided
is true and that should a collaboration opportunity is presented within the context of MediaMotorEurope
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project the company is willing to cooperate further in order to investigate the possibility for its realization.
In addition, a link to a statement regarding the policy followed by MediaMotorEurope with respect to the
protection of data it receives is offered to the interested company.

5. Eligibility criteria for startups/ scaleups participation
The criteria set for startups/ scaleups eligible to participate in the support cycles provide a fairly inclusive
framework, offering well-balanced means for candidatures in terms of incorporation, geography and team
spirit. The absolute criteria in this respect request the applicant entity to:
a) be incorporated (or under incorporation)
b) be incorporated (or under incorporation) in a EU-28 country including HORIZON 2020 associated
countries and the UK
c) possesses at least two members (founder(s) together with any existing employee(s)) that are
committed to the venture proposed
Two additional eligibility criteria that are to be verified by the evaluation of the submissions to be received
request the applicant to include deep technology activities within the venture proposed or the application
of recently developed technologies for the formulation of the product/service offered and the
product/service offered to possess a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) development level.
Within the context of the eligibility criteria set, the applicants are also informed about MediaMotorEurope
project’s preferences with respect to ideal participants in the support cycles. This information does not
concern reasons for rejection of an application and includes:
a) the priority of selection of startups/scaleups that are younger than 4 years old by the deadline of
an open call in case the number of positively evaluated applications exceed the available positions
for an intake of an open call
b) the priority of selection of startups/scaleups that have received equal or less than € 1.5 Μ of
external funding upon the deadline of an open call (since their incorporation) in case the number
of positively evaluated applications exceed the available positions for an intake of an open call
The exact text to be available to the candidates with respect to the eligibility criteria set is provided in
ANNEX 3.

6. Terms and conditions of startups/ scaleups participation
The terms and conditions of startups’/scaleups’ participation in the Open Calls and (for the ones
eventually selected) in the subsequent support cycles were studied and concluded in order to equally
protect the interests of both the beneficiary startups/scaleups and MediaMotorEurope and the
compatibility of both with the applicable Europe-wide laws and regulations, addressing mainly Intellectual
Property protection, protection of data and personal data and responsibility waiver. Among others,
important terms address applicants’ commitment to follow the activities to take place during the support
cycles in case they are chosen for participation, the free of charge character of the MediaMotorEurope
mentoring programme, the minimum age of participant persons in the support cycles and created
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contents’ disclosure policies. The detailed terms and conditions that candidate startups/scaleups should
accept before submitting an application for participation in a MediaMotorEurope’s support cycle during
an open call are provided in ANNEX 4.
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Annex 1 – Offering template (Open call for startups/scaleups
template for submission)

Candidate participant’s Submission Form

A. COMPANY DETAILS
1. Venture’s title*

Insert a single name/acronym that best describes your venture

2. Company name*

Provide your company’s official name

3. Country*

Please select the country where your company is officially registered in. Applicants must be based in European Union countries or
H2020-associated countries. UK-based startups are eligible.

4. Website*

5. Are you incorporated/legally established?*
Yes – Please provide year of incorporation
Please specify

In the process of incorporation – Provide details
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Please specify

No

6. Company profile*
Maximum characters with spaces: 700

Provide an outline of your company’s activities including its history so far. What kind of products/services are offered? How the
idea for establishing a business was born? Under what motivation?

7. Reference to technical development activities*

Please select up to 5 technological keywords that best suit to your company’s product/service technical development activities
from the list included in this file

8. Reference to commercial activities*

Please select up to 3 keywords that best describe commercial activities that your company performs and/or could potentially
perform (type of sales performed or potential sales to be performed) from the list included in this file.

B. VENTURE’s DESCRIPTION
9. Detailed description of product/service*
Maximum characters with spaces: 4000

Provide a detailed description of the product/service offered including (but not limited to) the following:
● Operational principles, functionality and state-of-the-art (or your own new breakthrough) technology for its development
● Development history and current stage of development (The candidate is desired to possess a Minimum Viable Product
(MVP). Please define total external funding received so far.)
● Market needs addressed (Describe solutions provided to problems faced by your existing/prospective customers)
● Unique Selling Points (USPs) (What differentiates your product/service as compared to competitive ones?)
● How the service/product is sold and charged to the customer?
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10. Product/service image upload
Format: PDF/PNG

A representative photo/picture and/or screenshot of the product/service is welcomed but not obligatory. You may upload it here
– max.size is one A4 page. Further pages will not be evaluated.

11. Description of current target markets*
Maximum characters with spaces: 800

Provide a comprehensive description of the markets targeted by your venture including their overall estimated size, their growth
rates, their geographical cover and your current and/or prospective customer profiles. Is there any paying customer already in
place?

12. Description of the competition faced*
Maximum characters with spaces: 800

Provide a comprehensive description of your competitive landscape by outlining the most representative products/services that
could (or currently) directly, indirectly and/or potentially compete with the one(s) you are offering, along with SME’s/Corporates
offering them. Does competition in terms of technology applied is faced? Are there any specific competitive advantages offered
by your product/service (e.g. in terms of ease-of-use, lower acquisition cost, lower running costs for the customer etc.)?

13. Description of IPR protection approach*
Maximum characters with spaces: 500

Outline measures applied (if any is applied) or foreseen for application with respect to the protection of knowledge underlying
your product/service development. What kind of strategy is followed? What kind of tools are applied (e.g. patent applications,
trademarks, non-disclosure agreements etc.)?

14. Description of the potential to address challenges currently faced by media companies*
Maximum characters with spaces: 1000

Describe how you envision an application of your product/service within the activities of a customer belonging to the media
sector emphasizing on benefits offered. Please consider the following indicative but not restrictive challenges of our times as
they are faced by the media sector and select below the one(s) you believe that are lying closest to your venture’s products
and/or activities.
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15. Media challenge potentially addressed*
Fight against misinformation and fake news
Improved accessibility to media outlets (including support to persons with disabilities)
Advancing human-machine interaction
Better protection of personal data and data in general
Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0
Other

C. THE TEAM
16. Description of the team members and their roles within the venture (the team should
include at least two committed members)*
Maximum characters with spaces: 1500

Provide a description of your venture’s team including founders’ CVs outlines and their roles in the venture. Description of
existing committed members serving critical venture’s functions could also be included. It is desired to give clear descriptions on
educational backgrounds and past working experience.

D. POTENTIAL FOR COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP BUILDING
17. Description of venture’s needs and expectations*
Maximum characters with spaces: 1000

Let us know your needs and expectations with respect to the MediaMotorEurope support program. Provide an outline of
competencies currently missing, should they were available your venture would effectively scale-up. For example, you could
describe failure to achieve specific venture’s targets (e.g. sales increase, commercial product validation, prototype validation)
due to the lack of corresponding (e.g. finance, partner for pilots, specific expertise and/or specific technology available).

18. Partnerships sought*
Product co-development (Corporate bilateral or multilateral agreement)
Inward/Outward technology licensing
Inward/Outward Expertise/Know-how service agreement
VC funding agreement
16
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Consortium agreement for addressing needs of big public or private procurements
Please select up to 2 types of partnerships which would best serve your current business needs and you would be open to discuss
among the ones available in the list above.

19. Partnerships sought - details
Maximum characters with spaces: 500

If desired, here you can describe any additional type of partnership that would best serve your current business targets and/or
better define the context of chosen types.

E. ADMIN & CONTACTS
20. Representative’s name*

Please provide the contact person for this application. Ideally, the company representative should be the founder/C-level person
that will participate in the MediaMotorEurope support programme.

21. Phone number*

Please provide a phone number, starting with the country code, in order to be able to communicate with you in case your venture
is selected for participation in MediaMotorEurope support programme.

22. Email address*

Please provide your email address, in order to be able to communicate with you in case your venture is selected for participation
in MediaMotorEurope support programme.

23. Company address

24. I have read the MediaMotorEurope support programme’s eligibility criteria and the terms
and conditions of participation and I hereby declare that: a) the venture presented is eligible,
b) I agree with the terms and conditions of participation.*
17
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Yes
Please see the Eligibility criteria here (link) and the Terms & Conditions of participation here (link).

25. How did you hear about MediaMotorEurope?*
Referral
Please specify

Media/Press
Please specify

Social Media
Please specify

F6S
Startup Europe
Events
Please specify

Other
Please specify
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Annex 2 – Request template (Open call’s Media company template
for submission)

Media company’s Submission Form

A. COMPANY DETAILS
1. Company’s reference*

Insert a name/acronym serving best the needs of a quick reference to your company

2. Company name*

Provide your company’s official name

3. Country*

Please select the country where your company is officially registered in.

4. Website*

5. Contact person name*

Please provide the contact person for the purpose of the current profile submission, so a member of MediaMotorEurope team can
conduct you in case opportunities for collaboration are identified. Ideally, a contact person should be a C-level person who makes
decisions or influences decision making with respect to technology adoption in the company’s processes.
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6. Contact person position*

7. Email address*

8. Phone number*

9. Company profile*
Maximum characters with spaces: 700

Provide an outline of your company’s activities within the media market

10. Reference to commercial activities*

Please select up to 3 keywords that best describe commercial activities that your company performs (type of sales performed)
from the list included in this file.

B. COMPANY’s SERVICES AND NEEDS
11. Description of products/services offered*
Maximum characters with spaces: 3000

Provide a description of products and/or services your company offers within the media sector

12. Description of needs regarding challenges that may be met by recent technology
advances*
Maximum characters with spaces: 4000

Describe needs still unaddressed as you may have identified them within your every-day followed practices and with respect to
the products/services you offer and/or with respect to the processes followed for offering them. Try to be as much specific as
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possible and present needs that you feel that could be addressed by recent technology advances leading to the improvement of
your business performance (via e.g. the upgrade of your products/services reaching to a competitive advantage and/or the saving
of resources needed to offer them reaching to running costs reduction and profits increase).

13. Media sector’s challenges faced*
Fight against misinformation and fake news
Improved accessibility to media outlets
Advancing human-machine interaction
Better protection of personal data and data in general
Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0
Other
Please specify
Please select the challenge(s) most relevant to those faced by your company. Add “other” if needed.

14. How did you hear about MediaMotorEurope?*
Referral
Please specify

Media/Press
Please specify

Social Media
Please specify

F6S
Startup Europe
Events
Please specify

Other
Please specify
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15. I declare that the content provided is true and should a collaboration opportunity is
presented within the context of MediaMotorEurope I am willing to cooperate further in order
to investigate the possibility for its realization*.
Please see our data protection policy here (link).
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Annex 3 – Eligibility criteria for candidate startups/scaleups
1. The venture has been incorporated into a company or procedures for its incorporation have been
initiated (i.e., is under corporation).
2. The company must be incorporated (or under incorporation) in a country belonging to EU-28
member states, including H2020 associated countries. UK-based startups/scaleups are eligible.
3. At least two members of the company, founder(s) together with any existing employee(s), are
committed to the venture proposed.
4. The venture presented includes deep technology development activities or activities that apply
recently developed technologies to formulate novel marketable products/services.
5. The venture holds a product/service which is a minimum viable one (MVP) with respect to its use
in a real market application.
6. Should the amount of qualifiable companies exceed the available positions for an intake, then
priority is given to companies no older than four years old at the time of the open call’s deadline
for submission.
7. Should the amount of qualifiable companies exceed the available positions for an intake, then
priority will be given to companies for which external funding doesn’t exceed €1.5M.
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Annex 4 – Terms and conditions of participation of startups /
scaleups in the MediaMotorEurope support programme
1. No fees are considered for participation in the support programme.
2. The applicant suggests a technology-oriented venture.
3. The applicant includes a team of at least two persons committed to the venture.
4. The applicant submits a single submission. No multiple submissions are permitted by the same
applicant.
5. The applicant and its founders and team members must legally reside in an EU-28 country or in a
country associated with the H2020 framework programme. UK-based startups are eligible.
6. All team members of the applicant must be older than the age of 18.
7. The content submitted by the applicant must be the original work solely by the applicant. By
submitting an application, each applicant, including its members, represents and warrants to
MediaMotorEurope that she or he has all right, title and/or interest in the content submitted, the
start-up/scale-up, and business plan, and that by submitting an application she or he is not and
will not be violating any contract or third party rights, including but not limited to any patent,
copyright, trade secret, trademark, publicity or privacy right, or disclosing any proprietary or
confidential information of another person or entity.
8. The applicant must disclose any funding (other than equity participation of the founding members
in the share capital of the company) received prior to the date of submission.
9. The Submission must take place online via the F6S platform (unique entry point) within the
stipulated dates (Start-End of submissions upload). No late submissions will be accepted and
evaluated.
10. If an applicant has been selected as one of the participating teams of the support programme, at
least one Founder/C-level member of the participating team must be present at all sessions
included in the programme.
11. MediaMotorEurope’s board reserves the right to disqualify at any time any submission that in its
judgment violates any term and condition specified by this open call. The decisions of
MediaMotorEurope’s board are final. Any violation of a term and/or condition of this open call at
any time during or after submission will disqualify an applicant and result in forfeiture of any prize
or benefit awarded in case it has been selected and has become a “participating team”.
12. Any participating team or participating team’s member engaging in immoral activities, including
lying, cheating or any activity that may adversely affect the image of MediaMotorEurope support
programme, will be disqualified at the discretion of MediaMotorEurope’s board.
13. Prior to submitting an application, the applicants are strongly recommended to take all necessary
means to ensure adequate protection of any intellectual property described in their submission
(i.e. appropriate intellectual property filings, patent and copyright notices, etc.)
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14. The written content included in the submission (including the identities of the applicant’s
participating team members, the written content and any images attached) is considered
confidential to the MediaMotorEurope project team and the European Commission. Should an
applicant be selected and become a participating team, a short resume of the content and other
basic information (website, logo, founders’ name, etc.) will be prepared under the responsibility
of the participating team, which will be shared by MediaMotorEurope for publicity purposes. Any
work to be conducted during any portion of the support program may be shared by
MediaMotorEurope for any competition or publicity purpose, and will not be considered
confidential.
15. The applicants can develop their ventures using only technologies that they have permission to
use. This could mean that they created the technology, or that they have the explicit (i.e. written)
permission of the person or entity that owns the corresponding intellectual property to use it in
the way they may have described in their application.
16. Participating teams agree to use any support programme’s prize or benefit received to further
develop their venture.
17. MediaMotorEurope shall be held harmless by each participating team’s member in the event of
legal action involving the participating team or its submission.
18. MediaMotorEurope is not responsible in any way for agreements between applicants or
applicants’ members and third parties.
19. MediaMotorEurope will not organise any large trials for any participating team as part of its
programme. If a team wants to organise a trial this will have to be managed independently.
MediaMotorEurope can only ensure guidance and advice regarding protection of personal data
in this matter.
20. IN NO EVENT SHALL (i) MEDIAMOTOREUROPE, ITS BOARD, BODIES, PARTNERS, STAFF, (ii) THE
EUROPEAN COMMISSION, (iii) THE SUPPORT PROGRAMME’S COACHES AND MENTORS
(COLLECTIVELY, THE “SUPPORT PROGRAMME’S PARTIES”) BE LIABLE FOR ANY ADVICE,
INFORMATION OR DECISIONS MADE IN THE COURSE OF THE SUPPORT PROGRAMME OR FOR
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,
INCLUDING ECONOMIC DAMAGES OR INJURY TO PROPERTY AND LOST PROFITS, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER THE PARTY OR PARTIES HAD BEEN ADVISED, SHALL HAVE OTHER REASON TO KNOW
OR IN FACT DID KNOW OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
21. All participating teams agree to participate in media and press opportunities strictly related to
MediaMotorEurope and Startup Europe. These opportunities include, but are not limited to:
a. All participating teams may be asked to provide short written descriptions that will be made
available to the media and may be released publicly, either in part or in its entirety.
b. All participating teams may be asked to speak to the media for support programme’s
related interviews when requested by MediaMotorEurope.
c. All participating teams may be asked to provide quotes, audiovisual testimonials and/or
content for any support programme’s related press releases.
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d. Participating in media and press opportunities in no way requires participating teams to
disclose any proprietary or otherwise confidential information related to their ventures.
22. MediaMotorEurope takes the protection of personal data seriously. All personal data information
shared by is only used for the purposes of the project and all rights (including Intellectual Property
Rights) are kept exclusively by the applicants themselves. All data are stored in internal databases
(exclusive to the project partners) or EU compliant platforms such as F6S and the MME platform.
MediaMotorEurope maintains the required protection of personal data and full compliance to all
the Data Regulations in force in national and European legislation about the protection of
personal data and has established all the technical means in their reach to avoid the loss, misuse,
alteration, access to unauthorised persons and theft of the data provided to this entity,
notwithstanding that security measures on the Internet are not impregnable. By submitting its
application, the applicant consents to its involvement in the project activities and accepts these
principles on data disclosure, data storage, preservation, opening and sharing of own data and
data created.
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Annex 5 – Keywords available for technological development
activities’ reference of startups/scaleups
In this document, you can find the ACTIVITY KEYS (technical development activities from a variety of
technological fields) that you will need to include in your MME application form (question no. 7 – please
select up to 5 codes). Please search diligently and make sure you select the right code(s) before entering
them in your application.
The ACTIVITY KEYS are arranged in 4 classification levels (i.e. Level 1 – Level 4; starting with the Level 1 general fields).

Instructions
1. The following table presents the Level 1 options listed in this document. Please click on the most
relevant Level 1 option(s) to navigate to more specialised fields (Levels 2, 3 and 4).
2. You should then select up to 5 codes, regardless of their classification level, and copy and paste
them in your application. Please insert the codes in between commas.
3. It is recommended (but not mandatory) to select codes corresponding to the deepest level
possible.

LEVEL 1
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
BUSINESS
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
EDUCATION AND CULTURE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, INFORMATION ENGINEERING
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS
OTHER ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGIES
OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
SECURITY
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
SPACE
TRANSVERSAL FIELDS
INNOVATION
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
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Level1

Level2

Level3

Level4

4
4001
400101
40010101
40010102
40010103
400102
40010201
400103
400104
40010401
400105
400106
40010601
40010602
40010603
40010604
40010605
400107
40010701
40010702
40010703
400108
40010801
40010802
40010803
40010804
40010805
400109
40010901

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Computer Sciences, Information science and bioinformatics
Advanced computing
Computing for servers, data centers
Embedded computing
High performance computing
Algorithms, distributed, parallel and network algorithms,
algorithmic game theory
High performance computing
Artificial Intelligence, intelligent systems, multi-agent systems
Bioinformatics, e-Health, medical informatics
Bioinformatics
Cognitive science, human computer interaction, natural language
processing
Cloud Computing
Cloud Infrastructures
Cloud computing models
Cloud services
Cloud trust & security
Cloud Architectures
Collaborative systems
Collective awareness platforms
Crowd sourcing
Knowledge co-creation networks
Communication networks, media, information society
Collective awareness platforms
Internet of Things
Distributed Social Networks
Mobile sensor devices
Network technologies/ Internetworking
Computer graphics, computer vision, multimedia, computer
games
Computer games
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400110

400111
400112

400113

400114
400115

400116
400117

40010902 Computer graphics
40010903 Computer vision
40010904 Multimedia
Computer systems, parallel/distributed systems, grid, cloud
processing systems
40011001 High performance computing
Computer systems, parallel/distributed systems, sensor networks,
embedded systems, cyber-physical systems
Cryptology, security, privacy, quantum crypto
40011201 Anonymity
40011202 Privacy preservation (user-centric)
40011203 Cyber security
40011204 Digital identity
40011205 Information security
40011206 IT Security
40011207 Network security
40011208 Trust
Cyber-physical systems
40011301 Co-habited environments
40011302 Embedded systems
40011303 Monitoring and control systems
40011304 System of systems
Digital games, gamification, applied games, serious games
Digital services
40011501 Automated translation
40011502 Big data
40011503 e-Infrastructure
40011504 e-Commerce
40011505 e-Delivery
40011506 e-Identification (eID)
40011507 e-Invoicing
40011508 e-Procurement
40011509 e-Services
40011510 e-Signature
40011511 e-Tendering
40011512 Cyber security
40011513 Metadata
40011514 Network infrastructures
40011515 Open data
40011516 Public sector information
40011517 Trust and connectivity services
e-Commerce, e-Business, computational finance
Experimentally driven research & innovation
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400118
400119

400120

400121
400122

400123

400124
400125
400126
400127
400128
400129
400130
400131

400132
400133
400134

40011701 Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE)
Geo-information and spatial data analysis
Human-computer interaction and interface, visualization and
natural language processing
40011901 Accessibility
40011902 Augmented reality
40011903 Collaborative and social computing
40011904 Human-computer interaction
40011905 Machine translation
40011906 Mobile devices
40011907 Natural language processing
40011908 Smart objects and interaction design
40011909 Users and interactive retrieval
40011910 Wearable technologies
Informatics and information systems
40012001 Data management
Interaction, Multimodal, Brain-Computer-Interfaces, Assistive
Technologies
Internet and semantic web, database systems and libraries
40012201 Database management
40012202 Data protection
Internet services & Applications
40012301 Service Engineering
40012302 Service oriented architectures
Machine learning, statistical data processing and applications
using signal processing (e.g. speech, image, video)
Networks (Communication networks, sensor networks, networks
of robots etc.)
Neuroimaging and computational neuroscience
Numerical analysis, simulation, optimization, modelling tools
Ontologies, neural networks, genetic programming, fuzzy logic
Pan-European proxy service (PEPS)
Sensor networks, embedded systems, hardware platforms
Software Engineering, operating systems, computer languages
40013101 Software quality management
40013102 Open hardware
40013103 Open Source Software
40013104 Requirements analysis
40013105 Software architectures
40013106 Software design & Development
Technology-enhanced learning
Translational bioinformatics
Unconventional computing
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400135
40013501
40013502
40013503
40013504
40013505
40013506
5
5001
500101
500102
5002
500201
500202
5003
500301
500302
6
6001
600101
60010101
600102
6002
600201
600202
60020201
600203
60020301
11
1101
110101
11010101
11010102
11010103
11010104
110101
110102
110103
11010301
11010302

Web and information systems, database systems, information
retrieval and digital libraries, data fusion
Data curation
Data visualization
Linked open data
Open access, Open Access to publications, Open Access to data,
OA, linked open data, semantic web technologies
Open data
Semantic web technologies
BUSINESS
Marketing management
Brand positioning
Market intelligence
Technology management
Technology development
Prototyping
Financial & Investment management
Risk management
Risk analysis
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
Business and management
Innovation
Digital social innovation
Research management
Economics, Econometrics
Econometrics, statistical methods
Financial engineering
Economic and socio-economic evaluation, economic-financial
modelling
Financial Technology
Fintech
EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Creative
New technologies for Audio-Visual sector - Media
Application of new technologies to the Audio-Visual distribution
Application of new technologies to the Audio-Visual production
Digital distribution of Audio-Visual works
New technologies for promotion of Audio-Visual works
Architecture - Culture
Archives and Libraries
Arts
Performing arts
Graphic and Audio-Visual Arts
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110104
11010401
11010402
110105
11010501
11010502
11010503
110106
11010601
11010602
11010603
11010604
110107
11010701
110108
11010801
11010802
11010803
11010804
11010805
11010806
110109
110110
110111
110112
11011201
110113
11011301
11011302
110114
110115
11011501
11011502
11011503
1102
110201
110202
110203
1103
110301

Audio - Visual Funds and TV Broadcasters - Media
Commissioning Editors and Acquisitions for TV Broadcasters
Film funds & Film Commissions
Audiovisual Festivals/ Events/ Markets/ Training - Media
Film markets
Other Film promotion events
Training
Distribution - Media
Cinema
DVD
Television
VOD
Design and applied arts - Culture
Photography
Film production - Media
Animation
Cinema
Documentary
Fiction
Multimedia
Television
Design and applied arts - Culture
Exhibition/ Theatre/ Cinema - Media
Radio and Cross-media - Culture
Script development/ Consulting/ Film Director - Media
Audio visual consultant
Training
Audio visual trainer
Media Training
Visual arts - Culture
Visual arts, performing arts, design
Music
Others
Theatre
ICT based learning
Integration and upscaling of digital technologies and media in
education
Open educational resources and practices
Quality in digital resources
Generic
Management and monitoring of large cooperation/ partnership/
network projects
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12
1201
120101
12010101
120102
1202
120201
120202
1203
1204
120401
120402
120403
120404
1205
120501
13
1301
130101
14
1401
140101
140102
140103
140104
140105
1402
140201
15
1501
1502
150201
15020101
15020102
15020103
16
1601
160101
16010101
16010102
1602

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING,
INFORMATION ENGINEERING
Automation and control Systems
Control Engineering
Monitoring and control systems
Systems engineering, sensorics, actorics, automation
Communication engineering and systems telecommunications
Experimentally-driven research & innovation
Systems engineering, sensorics, actorics, automation
Electronics, Photonics
Electrical and Electronic engineering
Micro (system) engineering
Organic electronics
Photonics
Systems engineering, sensorics, actorics, automation
Electrical and electronic engineering: semiconductors,
components, systems
System of systems
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
Coating and films
Thin films
MATHEMATICS
Pure mathematics, Applied mathematics
Algorithms and complexity
Discrete mathematics and combinatorics
Mathematics for high-performance computing
Numerical analysis and scientific computing
Signal processing
Statistics and probability
Statistics
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Audio engineering, reliability analysis
Aerospace engineering
Communications
Internet of Things
Network technologies/ Internetworking
Revolutionary/ Non-conventional concepts
MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS
Journalism
Communication networks, media, information society
Global systems science, GSS
Collective awareness platforms
Library science
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1603
160301
160302
160303
160304
160305
16030501
160306
1604
160401
160402
17
1701
170101
18
19
1901
190101
190102
21
2101
210101
21010101
21010102
21010103
21010104
210102
21010201
21010202
21010203
210103
210104
210105
21010501
21010502
210106
21010601
21010602
21010603

Media and socio-cultural communication
Behavioural change campaigns
Collective awareness platforms
Computer graphics, computer vision, multimedia, computer
games
Cultural studies, cultural diversity
Media and communication strategies, campaigns, outreach
activities
General
Web and information systems, database systems, information
retrieval and digital libraries, data fusion
Information science (social aspects)
Collective awareness platforms
Communication networks,media, information society
OTHER ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGIES
Other Engineering and technologies
Systems engineering
OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology (including human-machine relations)
Cognitive and experimental psychology: perception, action and
higher cognitive processes
Neuropsychology and cognitive psychology
SECURITY
Integrated platforms and Systems and Human Factors
Networks and information security systems
Anonymity
Privacy preservation (user-centric)
Data protection
Digital identity
Signature control and signature reduction
Anonymity
Privacy preservation (user-centric)
Digital identity
C2, Information and intelligence systems
Communication Systems
Software design validation & maintenance
Component-based software development
Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
Technologies - Components
Artificial Intelligence & Decision Support
Data mining
Electronic components
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21010604
21010605
21010606
21010607
21010608
210107
2102
210201
21020101
210202
21020201
210203
21020301
210204
2103
210301
21030101
210302
21030201
21030202
21030203
210303
21030301
21030302
21030303
21030304
21030305
21030306
22
23
2301
230101
24
2401
240101
24010101
24010102
240102
24010201
2402
240201

Information security Technology
Opto-electronics: Laser, optics and related devices
Photonic/ Optical Materials and Device Technology
Signal processing
Simulation tools and Technologies
Integrated systems of systems
Systems-Services functions
Identification
Positioning and localization
Intelligence
Information management
Interoperable secured communications (Security systems
architecture)
Command and control
Intervention and neutralization
Design-Manufacturing
Ergonomic and Human factors
Analysis of user needs and user requirements
Systems engineering and design management
COTS/ MOTS/ GOTS system based integration
Integrated systems testing & evaluation
Reliability and maintainability of systems
Systems Engineering and Integrated systems design
Design for improved reliability and maintainability
In-service data capture systems
Knowledge-based engineering
Man Machine interface/ Man system interface
Power management of systems
Signature related materials
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
Cultural and economic geography
Social geography, infrastructure
SPACE
Space technologies domain
Electromagnetic technologies and Techniques
Antennas
Wave interaction and propagation
System design & Verification
Collaborative and concurrent engineering
Space activity domains
Global Satellite Navigation System (GNSS)/ Services &
Applications
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24020101
24020102
24020103
24020104
240202
24020201
24020202
240203
24020301
24020302
24020303
25
2501
250101
2502
26
2601
260101
26010101
26010102
26010103
26010104
26010105
26010106
26010107
26010108
27
2701
270101
27010101
27010102
27010103
27010104
27010105
27010106
27010107
27010108
27010109
27010110
27010111
270102
27010201
27010202

Augmented positioning (ABAS, GBAS, GRAS, SBAS)
Communications
Location-based applications
Other applications
Earth observation/ Services and Applications
News and Media
Retail & Geo-Marketing
Telecommunications
Terminals
Networking
Services and applications
TRANSVERSAL FIELDS
Inclusion
Social inclusion
Quality assurance
INNOVATION
Innovation management
Types of innovation
Business model innovation
Marketing innovation
Participatory innovation
Process innovation
Service innovation
Social innovation
Sustainable innovation
Technological innovation
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Optics (including laser optics and quantum optics)
Optical engineering, photonics, lasers
Displays
Fiber optics and optical communications
Holography
Imaging, image and data processing
Lasers and Laser optics
Nanophotonics
Optoelectronics
Photonics in computing, interconnects, data storage
Photonic devices
Silicon photonics
Vision, colour and visual optics
Organic and large area electronics
Flexible electronics and displays
Vision, colour and visual optics
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270103

Quantum optics and quantum information
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Annex 6 – Keywords available for commercial activities’ reference
of startups/scaleups and media companies
In this document, you can find the MARKET APPLICATION CODES that you will need to include in your
MME application form (question no. 8 – please select up to 3 codes). Please search diligently and make
sure you select the right code(s) before entering them in your application.
The MARKET APPLICATION CODES are arranged in 3 classification levels (i.e. Level 1 – Level 3; starting
with the Level 1 - general fields).

Instructions
1. The following table presents the Level 1 options listed in this document. Please click on the most
relevant Level 1 option(s) to navigate to more specialised fields (Levels 2 and 3).
2. You should then select up to 3 codes, regardless of their classification level, and copy and paste
them in your application. Please insert the codes in between commas.
3. It is recommended (but not mandatory) to select codes corresponding to the deepest level
possible.

LEVEL 1
COMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER RELATED
OTHER ELECTRONICS RELATED
CONSUMER RELATED
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
OTHER
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1
1001
1001001
1001002
1001003
1001004
1004
1004001
1004002
1004003
1004004
1004005
1004006
1004008
1005
1005001
1005002
1006
1006002
1006003
1006004
1006005
2
2002
2002002
2002003
2002004
2002005
2002006
2002007
2002008
2003
2004
2004001
2004003
2004004
2005
2005001
2005002
2005003
2005004

COMMUNICATIONS
Commercial Communications
Radio and TV broadcasting stations
CATV and pay TV systems
Radio and TV broadcasting and other related equipment
Other commercial communications
Data Communications
Local area networks
Data communication components
Communications processors/network management
Protocol converters and emulators
Modems and multiplexers
Other data communication components
Other data communications
Satellite Microwave Communications
Satellite services/carriers/operators
Satellite ground (and others) equipment
Other Communications Related
Mobile communications, pagers and cellular radio
Streaming
Communications services
Other communications (not elsewhere classified)
COMPUTER RELATED
Computer Graphics Related
Graphics systems
Graphics software
Graphics terminals
Graphics printers/plotters
Other graphics peripherals
Other computer graphics
3D
Specialised Turnkey Systems
Scanning Related
OCR (optical character recognition)
MICR (magnetic ink character recognition)
Other scanning related (incl. image processing, ...)
Peripherals
Terminals
Intelligent terminals
Portable terminals
Other terminals
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2005005
2005006
2005007
2005011
2005015
2005016
2005017
2005018
2006
2006004
2006005
2006006
2006007
2006008
2006009
2007
2007001
2007002
2007004
2007005
2007006
2007007
2007008
2007010
2007015
2007016
2007017
2007018
2007019
2007020
2007021
2007022
2007023
2007024
2007027
2007028
2008
2008001
2008002
3
3001
3001001
3001002

Printers
Data I/O devices
Disk related memory devices
Other disk related
Continuous tape backup systems
Other tape related devices
Other memory devices (excluding semiconductors)
Other peripherals (not elsewhere classified)
Computer Services
Data processing, analysis, and input services
Big data management
Computerised billing and accounting services
Databases and on-line information services
Data storage
Other computer services
Computer Software
Systems software
Database and file management
Program development tools/languages
Communications/networking
Other system software
Applications software
Business and office software
Education software
Integrated software
Artificial intelligence related software
Expert systems
Natural language
Computer-aided instructions
Artificial intelligence programming aids
Other Artificial intelligence related
Software services
Web semantics
Programming services/systems engineering
Other software services
Other software related
Other Computer Related
Voice synthesis
Voice recognition
OTHER ELECTRONICS RELATED
Electronic Components
Semiconductors
Customised semiconductors
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3001003
3001004
3001005
3001006
3001007
3001008
3001009
3002
3003
3004
3004001
3004002
3004003
3005
3006
3008
7
7001
7001001
7001003
7001006
7001007
8
8001
8001007
8001008
8001009
8001010
8001015
8002
8002005
9
9003
9003001
9003002
9003005
9003006
9003007

Standard semiconductors
Other semiconductors
Microprocessors
Controllers
Circuit boards
Display panels
Other electronics related (including keyboards)
Batteries
Power Supplies
Electronics Related Equipment
Semiconductor fabrication equipment and wafer products
Components testing equipment
Other electronics related equipment
Laser Related
Fibre Optics
Other Electronics Related
CONSUMER RELATED
Leisure and Recreational Products and Services
Movies, movie products and theatre operations
Toys and electronic games
Music, records, production, and instruments
Other leisure and recreational products and services
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Chemicals and Materials
Coatings and adhesives manufactures
Membranes and membrane-based products
Speciality/performance materials: producers and
fabricators
Semiconductor materials (e.g. silicon wafers)
Other speciality materials
Industrial Automation
Machine vision software and systems
OTHER
Services
Engineering services
Advertising and public relations
Consulting services
Media related services
Other services (not elsewhere classified)
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